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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Signature Control Systems Expands International
Technical Service Team
Company is experiencing rapid growth in the Middle East
IRVINE, CA and PARIS, FRANCE (March 31, 2008) - Signature Control
Systems, Inc. has strengthened its International Technical Staff by expanding its team
to include Raphael Aouad as Technical Service Manager for the Middle East
Region. Raphael will be based out of Beirut, Lebanon.
In his role, Raphael will focus on providing state of art service and training to
Signature’s customers and distributors throughout the Middle East and will report
directly to Signature’s Area Manager, Mohanad Ayoubi.
“We have been present in the Middle East for over three years and have installed
numerous prestigious projects and achieved great results. Our primary focus is to
ensure each and every customer’s satisfaction with our products. As the customer base
is growing rapidly, it is now the right time for our company to take a further step in
customer care by adding additional local and permanent resources,” says Michel
Arbadji, Signature’s Director of Operations for Europe, Middle East and Africa.
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Raphael was previously working as a foreman for IGM international, a large
contracting company, based in Beirut and covering many countries. “I joined Signature
because of its expertise in technology and its reputation in the region. Signature stands
out from its competition because of the innovative product line. A lot of thought has
gone into creating products that are posed to have a significant impact on water
management and conservation efforts.” Aouad said.
About Signature Control Systems
About Signature Control Systems
Signature Control Systems, Inc. is an industry leader in the design and manufacturing of intelligent
equipment for turf-grass site management, including Constellation® Turf Management Systems and
Avior® Vehicle Management Systems. These products include irrigation controls, PC and web-based site
management software, vehicle maintenance and GPS products. Signature provides landscape managers,
golf course superintendents, as well as property managers, direct control of irrigation and vehicle
preventative maintenance as well as many other turf-oriented products. Further information about
Signature Control Systems may be obtained through the Company's website at
www.SignatureControlSystems.com.
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